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 Coach's Notes
It is hard to believe that it is already December! We are two months into the season
and everything is going very well! The team has been working hard in the classroom
and on the mat. In order to continue our success, we have all been asking a little bit
more of ourselves. The energy is contagious and impressive! Our match wrestling

has been very tough and I think it speaks for itself with so many individuals placing in



has been very tough and I think it speaks for itself with so many individuals placing in
tournaments and nearly knocking off a top-ten team without two of our ranked

starters. Our team has banded together in training and competition and seems to
feed off each other in a very positive way. I attribute that to their close connection as

student-athletes but also the excellent support they are getting from our Assistant
Coaches Len Goduto, Derrick Goduto, CJ Brucki, and Sigala Fosam. It is not very
productive to focus on the NWCA Rankings but it is satisfying that coaches across

the country are recognizing our success and rewarding us on paper. I continue to tell
the team that matches are not wrestled online or on paper but rather the fine surface
of Resilite. Shout out to Tina & Steve Povalac and Paul Gilbert for supplying the best
product on the market. Next, you all deserve a recap of our Annual Day of Giving. If

you are not following us on Social Media or did not contribute you may still be
wondering how the team did. In short, the DOG was a "WIN" for Wrestling! We were
the top-grossing male team and had the most donors per capita. Ninety-five donors
and almost $8,000 for wrestling contributed to our Department total of six hundred
thirty-six donors and over $50,000 in gifts. Donations to wrestling will help increase
our travel budget as we seek out the toughest competition possible! If you did not
contribute this year I hope you seriously consider doing so next year so we can
continue to optimize our effectiveness on and off the mat. There are some great
reads below in regards to an article my friend Mort Zifferer of the New Standard

Corporation in York, PA sent me and also a Q & A with our HWT Thomas Marretta.
Interact by answering the trivia question and by nominating The Team of the Decade

Wrestlers from 2000-2009. I hope you all have a wonderful Holiday Season! Big
things to come in 2019!! As our Director of Operations, CJ Brucki, would say, "Let's

Ride!"
 
 

Gear up! Men's & Women's items for sale through the team
store! Follow the link below to start shopping!! #LionStrong

NWCA Rankings

Resilite Wrestling

New Standard Corporation



Looking to promote your business to a large audience on
our newsletter, website, and social media?
Email galante3@tcnj.edu for more details!

Team Store Link until 12/20



Lions Take 3rd at Ned McGinley Tournament @ King's College -
11/3/18

Jake Giordano (133): started the day with a pin over his opponent from York. He
followed that with a 13-2 major decision victory over his opponent from Wilkes. In the
quarter-finals, he faced his closest match winning a tight 2-1 decision. He would win

9-4 in the semi-finals before taking a 4-1 decision in the championship bout
Dan Kilroy (174): was completely dominant on his way to the title. The junior pinned
four consecutive opponents to start the day and advance to the championship bout.

Kilroy won the title with an 8-1 decision 
Dan Ortega (125): went 3-1 on the day including a tech. fall in the round of 16 and

placed 2nd.
Ryan Budzek (149): went 5-1, racking up a 44-2 scoring advantage across his five

victories and placed 2nd. 
Robert Dinger (141):  was 5-2 on the day to earn a 4th place finish

Ursinus Fall Brawl - 11/10/18
Robert Dinger (141): went 4-0 with a pin and two major decisions on his way to the

title. In the final, Dinger secured a narrow 12-11 victory over his opponent from
Worcester Polytechnic

Anthony Rua (141): won three straight matches in the consolation bracket to secure
fourth place

 Jake Giordano (133): won three straight matches to reach the final before falling to

Click Here to See the Full Brackets



10th-ranked Kordell Rush of Delaware Valley, taking 2nd
Connor Murphy (133): fell to Giordano in the semi-finals and earned fourth place.

 Mark Gerstacker (157) & Dominic Fano (157): met in the third place match. Due to
medical forfeit the pair took third and fourth respectively

Daniel Surich (157): won three matches, including a pin before falling in his final to
ninth-ranked Frankie Krauss of York (Pa.)

Tom Marretta (HWT): won a pair of matches to reach the semi-finals and wrested to
a fourth place finish

The College of New Jersey (17) vs York College
of PA (8) - 11/16/18

#17 TCNJ 19 - #8 York 20
125 - Jared Kuhns (YCP) maj. Christian Deehan (TCNJ) 12-2
133 - Jake Giordano (TCNJ) maj. Michael Rubin (YCP) 9-1
141 - Robert Dinger (TCNJ) pin Blake Shalbert (YCP) 6:19

149 - Greg Warner (YCP) maj. Anthony Gagliano (TCNJ) 13-4
157 - Eric Hutchinson (YCP) dec. Dominic Fano (TCNJ)  14-7
165 - Jackson Drum (YCP) dec. Mark Gerstacker (TCNJ) 5-3

174 - Dan Kilroy (TCNJ) dec. Joseph Sindoni (YCP) 6-3
184 - Frankie Krauss (YCP) dec. Daniel Surich (TCNJ) 3-2

197 - Hasan Alic (YCP) dec. Alex Mirabella (TCNJ) 5-0
HWT - Tom Marretta (TCNJ) inj. Joseph Soreco (YCP) 0:30

New Standard Invitational @ York College - 11/30 & 12/1/18
 

Dan Kilroy (174): won four matches, surrendering just two points across the bouts
before falling 9-5 in the final to Demetrius Henry of SUNY Cortland, taking 2nd.
 Daniel Surich (184): bounced back from an early setback at the hands of third-
ranked Khamari Thomas, pinning two of his four opponents in the wrestlebacks.

Surich earned a second round pin over his opponent Roger Williams to secure 3rd.
 John Garda (165): advanced to the semi-finals before dropping a 3-2 decision to

sixth-ranked Taylor Shay of Roger Williams. Garda bounced back with a 12-10

Click Here to See the Full Brackets

Click Here to See the Full Results



decision to reach the third place match, but lost a 7-1 decision and took 4th.
 Anthony Rua, Mark Gerstacker, Matt Surich, and Robert Dinger each won three

bouts on the weekend.
 

The College of New Jersey vs NYU & USMMA 12/9/18
 

#15 TCNJ 29 - #18 NYU 15
125: Ryan Manahan (TCNJ) def. John Luke DeStefano (NYU), Dec. 7-4, 3-0

133: Nic Mele (TCNJ) def. Zach Alexander (NYU), Fall 4:50, 9-0
141: Robert Dinger (TCNJ) def. Donny Albach (NYU), Fall 4:36, 15-0

149: Ryan Budzek (TCNJ) def. Seth Schulman (NYU), Tec. Fall 16-1 (4:19), 20-0
157: Cole Karam (NYU) def. Mark Gerstacker (TCNJ), Dec. 6-5, 20-3
165: James Murdoch (NYU) def. John Garda (TCNJ), Dec. 6-4, 20-6

174: Dan Kilroy (TCNJ) def. Scott DuPont (NYU), Fall 1:02, 26-6
184: Daniel Surich (TCNJ) def. Jackson Kligerman (NYU), Dec. 5-3, 29-6

197: Jack La Corte (NYU) def. Alex Mirabella (TCNJ), Dec. 6-4, 29-9
285: Jacob Lill (NYU) wins by forfeit., 29-15

#15 TCNJ 34 – USMMA 12
125: Ryan Manahan (TCNJ) wins by forfeit., 6-0

133: Mike Plaska (TCNJ) def. Alex Puglio (USMMA), Tech. Fall 15-0 (3:13), 11-0
141: Robert Dinger (TCNJ) def. Daniel May (USMMA), Maj. Dec. 14-2, 15-0

149: Ryan Budzek (TCNJ) def. Rodman Rupp (USMMA), Tech. Fall 16-0 (3:30), 20-0
157: Mark Gerstacker (TCNJ) def. Kieran Duggan (USMMA), Dec. 10-4, 23-0
165: Christian Willoughby (USMMA) def. Nicko Cofone (TCNJ), Dec. 4-2, 23-3

174: Dan Kilroy (TCNJ) def. Gavin Bradley (USMMA), Tech. Fall 17-2, 28-3
184: Joshua Glantzman (USMMA) def. Daniel Surich (TCNJ), Dec. 4-2, 28-6

197: Alex Mirabella (TCNJ) def. Foster Wade (USMMA), Fall 3:34, 34-6
285: Blake Bunce (USMMA) wins by forfeit., 34-12

Click Here to See the Full Results

Click Here to See the Full Results



 

Name: Tom Marretta
Weight Class: HWT
Year: Freshmen
High School, State: Passaic Valley, NJ
Major: Humanities/Social Sciences Open Options

2000's Team of the Decade
 

We are taking
nominations for

all weight classes
from 2000-2009.
Below is a link

that will lead you
to the wrestlers
we have already
identified. If you

have suggestions
please let us

know! 
 

SEND YOUR SUGGESTIONS VIA EMAIL TO
SAMANTHA BALDUCCI @ balducs1@tcnj.edu

Click for an Interview with Tom Marretta



Why Wrestlers Make the Best
Employees

"Once you've wrestled, everything else in life is easy" - Dan Gable 

An article in Forbes stated that recent studies have shown many of those who have
competed in athletics at the collegiate level or higher have higher levels of

emotional intelligence when compared to their counterparts. Add in the rigorous
sport of wrestling, and it appears that you have the perfect employee. Click the link

below to find out why!

Current List of Nominations 2000-2009

Click Here for the Full Article



Have a special announcement to share for our "special news and awards" section? Want
to be included in our social media calendar for birthday shoutouts? Have a story for "this

day in history" or "where are they now"? Email any information to balducs1@tcnj.edu to be
featured!

Before November 2018, when was the last time the team had four
individuals in a single NWCA ranking? 

 
SEND YOUR ANSWERS VIA EMAIL TO

SAMANTHA BALDUCCI @ balducs1@tcnj.edu
 



PAST NEWSLETTERS

Those Who Remain Will Be Champions
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